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Abstract: Identity management is based on the creation and management of user
identities for granting access to the cloud resources based on the user attributes.
The cloud identity and access management (IAM) grants the authorization to
the end-users to perform different actions on the specified cloud resources. The
authorizations in the IAM are grouped into roles instead of granting them directly
to the end-users. Due to the multiplicity of cloud locations where data resides and
due to the lack of a centralized user authority for granting or denying cloud user
requests, there must be several security strategies and models to overcome these
issues. Another major concern in IAM services is the excessive or the lack of
access level to different users with previously granted authorizations. This paper
proposes a comprehensive review of security services and threats. Based on the
presented services and threats, advanced frameworks for IAM that provide
authentication mechanisms in public and private cloud platforms. A threat model
has been applied to validate the proposed authentication frameworks with differ-
ent security threats. The proposed models proved high efficiency in protecting
cloud platforms from insider attacks, single sign-on failure, brute force attacks,
denial of service, user privacy threats, and data privacy threats.

Keywords: Identity management; cloud computing; security threats and
authentication mechanisms

1 Introduction

Cloud Computing is considered the most commonly used method for sharing information, resources,
data, networks, and services for multiple users. The main objective of cloud computing is to build a
service environment with authentication capabilities and low-cost facilities based on different deployment
models such as infrastructure, platform, and software as a service [1]. Authentication mechanisms in
cloud services are divided into physical security and digital security mechanisms [2]. Physical security
mechanisms rely on the nature of using biometric authentication, such as face recognition, fingerprint
recognition, and iris detection. Digital security mechanisms are based on passwords credentials, single
sign-on (SSO), and multifactor authentication that is considered the most commonly used authentication
method for access management in cloud computing. Different security standards such as access control
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mechanisms and access control governance are applied to overcome cloud security problems [3]. Identity and
access management (IAM) is considered the best method for measuring the security of cloud services. As
presented in [4], a two-factor authentication framework for authenticating users accessing private cloud
services is improved. The framework aims to send a secret QR code for each user using the Open Stack
tool. Another method for improving the authentications levels in cloud computing is proposed in [5], where
different security layers are applied using simple password, graphical password and biometrics method.

These methods lack integration and harmony between each other. Authentication methods must ensure
flexibility and efficiency while ensuring the security of cloud computing services. Building cloud
authentication frameworks for maintaining identity and access management (IAM) with high flexibility
and efficiency is considered a challenging task. The contribution of our paper is as follows:

� Providing a comprehensive comparison of current cloud security services with their corresponding
security threats.

� Providing an identity-as-a-service (IdaaS) authentication algorithm based on a unified framework
using single sign-on (SSO) and OAuth2 security mechanisms.

� Applying a multi-layer security mechanism using cryptography, hash functions and SSO between
cloud provider (CP) and directory provider (DP).

� Based on the proposed IdaaS, two authentication frameworks are applied for public and private clouds
to authenticate and validate user identities.

� Proposing a comparative analysis between the presented cloud frameworks and other cloud
deployment models.

� Providing a threat model for validating the proposed IAM frameworks by comparing recent cloud
security models with proposed frameworks.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents literature review. Section 3 proposes
advanced Identity-as-a-Service (IdaaS) authentication algorithm. Section 4 presents cloud authentication
frameworks for public and private clouds. Section 5 proposes a threat model for validating proposed IAM
frameworks with current security threats and attacks. The paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

The primary component of IAM system is based on the authentication and authorization processes. The
authentication process is used to ensure that the end-users are authentic, while the authorization process is
based on granting or denying cloud resources based on the user authorities. As presented in [6], an
overall evaluation for IAM was proposed with different evaluation.

The proposed work started that different identity management characteristics must be provided to ensure
the efficiency of IAM. As presented in [7], various techniques of identity management system on cloud are
described and analyzed. The authors made a comparison that presented advantages and disadvantages for
each presented authentication technique. Identity management in a hybrid cloud was presented in [8]. The
paper is based on sharing data and information for different users between different servers in the same
network. Security risks, authentication, and critical management of cloud computing are evaluated. The
remaining related works focus on presenting recent security models for identity and access management
(IAM) along with their security architectures and security issues. A comprehensive comparison of current
cloud security services with their corresponding security threats are proposed.

2.1 IAM Service Models

Different IAM service models have been deployed and proposed to evaluate the identity and access
management performance based data storage, storage services, and privacy of stored data. The data
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storage of cloud computing user identities is proposed in [9]. An identity-based proxy re-encryption is used
to manage files. There are many drawbacks where the central authority is responsible for granting access to
data. Moreover, the proposed schemes are insecure against some types of closure attacks. Organizational
requirements of the present century are fulfilled by cloud computing. IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and multi-tenancy
models are used to assist in the availability of cost of cloud computing. However, the flaw in these
models is privacy and security risks. To cope up with these flaws, identity and access management is
designed to minimize the risks. This paper proposes an integrated identity system and attribute-based
access management system for cloud computing. Authentication and attribute-based control are used as
improved security for cloud web services [10].

Based on the stored data on cloud, several methods are applied to monitor the integrity of users’ profiles.
As shown in [11], a database-auditing model was proposed to ensure and verify cloud service providers for
maintaining the integrity and privacy of cloud storage systems. Many organizations shifted their services to
the cloud platform in recent years. Adopting a cloud platform for storage raise question regarding user
privacy control. The traditional method is based on using privacy control such as username and password
that cannot protect the users from virtualization attacks, sniffing, and phishing attacks. As presented in
[12], a method was proposed to extend the existing claim-based identity management system for
providing a more secure way to access cloud services.

2.2 IAM Architectures

The IAM architectures provide a set of policies, standards, procedures, and activities that can clarify the
goals and objectives of the cloud identity services. Different workflows are defined with security issues to
maintain the privacy of cloud data services. An Open ID intrusion tolerant identity provider was presented
in [13] with a proposed architecture implemented to share communication and memory between services
and proxies on the level of Hypervisor. The proposed model translates the intrusion to actions and keeps the
user information in separate compartments. A cloud identity management of Open Stack platform was
proposed in [14] to authenticate users and ensure that the transmitted usernames, passwords are in
encrypted form over the network. As shown in [15], a multi-tier infrastructure was presented with a
centralized identity and access management. The first step is to identify the crucial requirements, then
propose a feasible solution accordingly and finally, the infrastructure addresses the required outputs.

Dealing with the security issues in the cloud identity and access management is considered a crucial factor.
As presented in [16], a complete strategy was proposed to solve issues in the cloud regarding user information.
This strategy uses the service technology to have a standardized output. The study is beneficial in providing
scalability, autonomy, standardization, and a systematic approach. The primary issue is that if the user’s data
is kept secure, it can be encrypted for processing. User Authentication is considered another major
significant problem in cloud service architectures. If there are any defects or errors in the design of the
cloud architecture, there will be high probability for losing sensitive data. A cloud user identity
management protocol is proposed in [17] based on the block-chain technology. The protocol is considered
an improved version of consolidation identity management (CIDM) that depends on third-party policies.

2.3 IAM Security Issues

The IAM security procedures provide different policies and roles for managing digital user identities for
accessing data, resources, and systems whether on public, private, or hybrid clouds. Based on the IAM
policies, organizations can mitigate risks and threats with the ability to improve the privacy of cloud data
resources. As presented in [18], a comprehensive review on cloud computing security, challenges, threats,
and proposed solutions has been proposed. The study focuses on three types of cloud computing
challenges, including authentication, authorization, and integrity with data storage issues and
virtualization security issues. The trust management in cloud computing has been presented in [19] to
deal with suspicious user comments in order to measure the impact of these comments on the level of trust.
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As presented in [20], different protocols have been proposed to handle the secrecy, integrity and
availability in cloud resources. A two-layer method was applied using authentication and cryptography in
order to conceal user identities on the cloud server. Protecting user digital identities is considered another
major concern in securing cloud frameworks. As proposed in [21], cross-border data using different
approaches from US, Europe, and Australia have been used to improve the protection of user identities.
Another model for maintaining the privacy of identity management was presented in [22]. The proposed
model helps in enhancing the cloud services with regard to different evaluation criteria such as user-
friendly, obfuscation, trust, data quality, and transparency.

Securing identity management in Mobile cloud computing is considered a high security concern due to
the wide use of Mobile applications in accessing cloud computing services. As presented in [23], a new IAM
model has been proposed to fix the major risks and vulnerabilities in cloud identity management. The
proposed model was evaluated with the existing model by comparing the ability of both models to avoid
vulnerabilities caused by server penetrations. As presented in [24], a secure IAM was applied for
protecting mobile cloud computing from attacks using authentication steps where a token is generated for
every user request by giving the username. A security question will be sent to the user by the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) to validate the token. Therefore, the token is used to validate the user instead of
using passwords. Another scheme for protecting the privacy of identity management was presented in
[25] where an authentication method using a one-time password and ZKP is used. The drawback in this
scheme is that a single credential is used for all cloud services that may cause penetration from attackers.

As presented in [26], a security framework is applied as a service for IAM based on the major security
parameters: secrecy, integrity, and availability. The authors implemented the framework as a collection of
virtual machines in the cloud. Another model for securing and managing user identities was presented in
[27] where a single sign-on (SSO) model was implemented to allow a single user to access several
resources using the same password. An evaluation of a single sign-on security failure was presented in
[28] where service failures occur due to the limitation in protecting information. Cloud computing helps
in optimizing the data and privacy of the owner who assess security risks. The paper focuses on the
authorization of SSO and how it affects the security, risks and privacy in cloud computing. Another
methodology for securing identity management was presented in [29] where a user authentication model
was proposed based on a set of policies.

One of the recent models for evaluating risk management in IAM was presented in [30]. The authors
proposed a platform that focuses on auditing user identities. The authors implemented the platform using
Oracle identity and access management tool that is used after authenticating and authorizing users.
Encryption techniques are also considered major significant methods for protecting the secrecy of user
identities. Different research papers highlighted the role of cryptography in protecting and maintaining
user identities. As presented in [31], an identity-based encryption scheme was implemented to secure user
data and reduce the computation cost in searching over the encrypted data on the cloud server. As shown
in [32], an encryption tool was implemented by combining public-key encryption with identity-based
encryption to create a new authentic encryption technique. As proposed in [33], a checking protocol for
cloud data integrity was implemented to enhance the checking mechanism by eliminating the complexity
in certificate management. A prototype was applied to measure the performance of the proposed protocol
and prove its practicability.

One of the recent ways for maintaining the cloud data profiles was presented in [34] where encryption
techniques are applied to the cloud data to maintain its privacy and integrity. Based on this method, the
sharing of data among multiple users can be more secure. Another recent model for auditing stored data
on the cloud was presented in [35]. In the proposed model, the revoking process of user authorizations
can cause overhead on cloud servers. Therefore, an identity-based encryption technique was applied to
distinguish between revoked and non-revoked users. As shown in [36], another auditing mechanism was
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applied to preserve the privacy of cloud-stored data by authorizing users using encryption techniques. The
new model used public-key certificate to identify users on the cloud.

Blockchain is considered a revolutionary technology in protecting data based on a decentralized manner.
As shown in [37,38], the Blockchain technology played a vital role in analyzing and securing identity
management systems. As proposed in [37], an evaluation for identifying the best identity management
solution using Blockchain was applied. Different open source tools of Blockchain are used to analyze
user identity profiles. In [38], the authors concentrated on the role of Blockchain in protecting the user
identities on cloud where the Blockchain can be applied to IAM, data storage and processing tasks. As
presented in Tab. 1, a comparative analysis for the previous literature review has been applied. The
objectives, cloud security services, and major threats for each research are highlighted to provide a
complete view of most of the breaches and threats that can affect the security of cloud computing.

Table 1: Summary of cloud security services and threats

Ref# Objective Security service Security threat

[6] Review of privacy issues in cloud identity
management

• Single sign-on
(SSO)

• Security assertion
markup language

• Authentication
• Authorization

• Lack of
confidentiality

• Distributed denial of
service

• Malicious attacks
• Injection attacks

[7] Federated identity management for implementing
OpenStack cloud

• Multi-layer security
Service

• Malicious cloud
server

• Third party verifier

[8] Revising security risks in cloud environment • Cryptography
• Digital signature

• Single sign-on
overhead

[9] Providing attribute and access management for
cloud services

• Integrated identity
management

• Privacy risks
• Security risks

[10] Identity-based data storage in cloud computing • Re-encryption model • Inside and outside
cloud attacks

[11] Maintaining the integrity and privacy of cloud
storage systems

• Cryptography
• Auditing

• Sensitive data threats

[12] Applying a claim-based model for identity
management

• Security assertion
markup language
(SAML)

• Virtualization attacks
• Phishing attacks

[13] Providing intrusion tolerant framework for identity
management

• Hypervisor
• Authentication and
authorization
controls

• Open ID

• Distributed denial of
service (DDoS)

• Malicious attacks
• Injection attacks

[14] Proposing open stack model for authentication in
identity management

• Host-based access
control (HBAC)

• Role-based access
control (RBAC)

• Kerberos

• Vulnerabilities
during transmission

• Eavesdropping on
certification
information

• Denial of service
(DoS)

(Continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Ref# Objective Security service Security threat

[15] Managing identities in multi-tier cloud
infrastructure

• Authentication
• Access management

• Access violations

[16] Exploring security issues for accessing cloud
resources

• Authentication
• Authorization

• Data loss

[17] Providing a cloud framework for identity
management.

• JSON web token
(JWT) in OAuth 2.0

• User identity
authentication

[18] Comprehensive review on identity management
challenges, issues, threats and solutions

• Cryptography and
other security issues

• User privacy threat
• User information
theft

• Misuse

[19] Proposing a trust management architecture for
validating cloud providers

• Cryptography
• Intrusion detection
systems

• Authentication
• Authorization
• Policies and audit

• Distributed denial of
service

• Malicious rater
• Malicious
participants attack

• Vulnerabilities and
fraud

[20] Handling CIA in cloud resources for concealing
cloud user identities

• Authentication
• Cryptography

• Denial of service
(DoS) attacks

[21] Dealing with cross border data in cloud computing • Authentication • Information
disclosure

[22] Providing a model for maintaining the privacy of
personal information

• Policies
• Cryptography

• Sensitive data threats

[23] Providing a third part identity management system • Cryptography
• Access control

• Server compromise
• Mobile compromise
• Traffic interception

[24] Securing identity management based on
authentication and privacy

• Zero knowledge
proof (ZKP)

• Token verification

• Server compromise

[25] Authenticating users based on their attributes • Authentication
• Zero knowledge
proof (ZKP)

• One-time password

• Sensitive data threats

[26] Providing identity management for security as a
service cloud

• Authentication
• Authorization

• Sensitive data threats

[27] Proposing a model for managing user identities
using multi-agent systems

• Authentication
• Authorization
• Cryptography

• Distributed denial of
service

• Injection attacks
• Vulnerabilities and
fraud

(Continued)
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3 Advanced Identity-as-a-Service (IdaaS) Authentication Algorithm

Due to the multiplicity of cloud locations where data resides and due to the lack of a centralized user
authority for granting or denying cloud user requests, there must be several security strategies and models
to overcome these issues. Another major concern in IAM services is the excessive or the lack of access
level to different users with previously granted authorizations. Based on the information extracted from
Tab. 1, the most common security threats in cloud computing applications are data privacy threats,
malicious participants’ threats, user information theft, denial of service, and sensitive data threats. These
threats aim to compromise sensitive information from cloud providers’ resources to modify user identity
profiles. In addition to the previous threats, maintaining the authentication and privacy of user identities is
considered one of the most important security trends in cloud computing [39].

Recent authentication mechanisms in a cloud environment are based on single-sign-on (SSO) and OAuth
[1]. In single-sign-on (SSO), the user requests access to the target application that directs the request to the
identity provider (IdP). The IAM systems grant/deny the request and direct it to the target application again.

Table 1 (continued)

Ref# Objective Security service Security threat

[28] Evaluating single sign-on authorization • Security token • Single sign-on failure

[29] Providing an authentication model for controlling
cloud user identities

• Policy
• Authentication

• User privacy threat

[30] Providing a multi-layer approach for risk
management

• Authentication
• Authorization

• User privacy threat

[31] Implementing a secured model for efficient search
on cloud data

• Cryptography • Chosen identity
attack

• Chosen cipher text
attack

[32] Providing identity based encryption for cloud data • Cryptography • User privacy threat

[33] Proposing a cloud auditing model for verifying
user integrity data

• Cryptography • User privacy threat

[34] Maintaining user profiles using encryption
techniques

• Cryptography • User privacy threat

[35] Providing an identity-based encryption technique
to distinguish between revoked and non-revoked
users

• Cryptography • User privacy threat
• Sensitive data threats

[36] Preserving the privacy of cloud stored data using
encryption techniques

• Cryptography • User identity
disclosure

• Denial of service
attack

• Single-manager
abuse

[37] Analyzing IAM systems using blockchain • Blockchain • User privacy threat

[38] Protecting and controlling identities using
blockchain

• Blockchain • User identity
information misuse
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When the user navigates from one cloud application to another, the IdP verifies the user to the new application.
The OAuth and its new version OAuth2 are based on a one-way authentication method into which the user
sends a request to the service provider. The service provider directs the request to an authentication server
that authenticates the user and sends the request back to the service providing for granting or denying the
user request. The objective of the proposed IAM framework and algorithm is to facilitate and enhance the
authentication of user identities in cloud computing applications by merging the SSO and OAuth2 features
on a unified framework. The enhanced framework is based on an identity-as-a-service methodology with an
enhanced algorithm for authenticating user identities between directory provider (DP), cloud provider (CP),
and identity-as-a-service (IdaaS) provider that are belonging to the same organization. As presented in
Fig. 1, an enhanced framework is proposed for maintaining the authenticity of users, eliminating malicious
participants’ threats, and obtaining the privacy of data.

The framework authenticates and handles the user registration using a single-sign-on (SSO) in cloud
provider’s resources through a directory provider (DP) and identity-as-a-service (IdaaS) provider. The role
of each participating entities is as follows:

� Directory provider (DP): is considered the central authority for storing user parameters, creating
authentication parameters and generating identity tokens for cloud users.

Figure 1: Identity-as-a-service authentication framework
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� Identity as a-service (IdaaS) provider: is considered the verification authority that validates the user
identity, credentials and finally sends them to the cloud service provider (CP).

� Cloud Provider (CP): is considered the resources’ provider to cloud users for different computing
resources.

Once the user performs a single-sign on (SSO) to the cloud resource, an interaction between the triple:
DP, IdaaS, and cloud provider’s resources is established to authenticate the user and maintain the privacy of
data. As presented in Fig. 1, the users who request access to the cloud provider (CP) are already registered
users where their parameters are stored in the directory provider (DP). The role of the DP is to create
authentication parameter for each user. The DP has its own public and private keys (PUDP, PRDP) where
the CP encrypts the user parameters using the public key of the DP (PUDP). Once the DP received the
message, a decryption process using (PRDP) is applied to match the decrypted user parameters with the
stored ones. If both parameters are matched, the DP creates the authentication parameter for each user.

In addition, an authentication between both DP and IdaaS is applied to overcome the man-in-the-middle
attack problem that may compromise the transmission between DP and IdaaS. The overall mechanism of the
framework is presented in Algorithm 1, where several security measures are established to authenticate the user.

Algorithm 1: Id-as-a-Service Authentication

Initialize IdaaS Provider

Initialize Directory Provider DP

Generate PU DP-PR DP

Initialize Cloud Provider CP

Initialize Registration Phase

User i ← Register User i Attributes

DP ← Generate User i Auth Parameters

DP ← Perform Hashing H1

Encrypt (PR DP, (H1, T1))

IdaaS ← Perform Hashing H2

Decrypt (PU DP, (H2, T1))

DP ← Apply Matching Process

If If H1 ≠ H2 Then

Raise Alarm

Discard H1, H2

Else

DP ← Generate IdT

IdaaS ← Receive IdT

User i ← Send Access Request

CP ← Receive Access Request

CP ← Request IdT

IdaaS ← Reply IdT

CP ← Grant User i Access
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The overall algorithm is divided into three main phases as follows:

Phase I: Initialization Phase

� Identity as-a-Service Provider (IdaaS): The IdaaS is initialized to communicate with the directory
provider (DP) for creating the identity token (IdT) for registered users. The IdT is considered the
second authentication factor for verifying user on the cloud and maintaining the privacy of cloud
resources.

� Directory Provider (DP): The DP is initialized by generating public and private keys PUDP, PRDP

where the public key PUDP is sent to the IdaaS for authenticating user identity. The DP is
responsible for creating and storing authentication parameters and the identity token (IdT).

� Cloud Provider (CP): The CP is initialized to serve as an interoperability layer between the IdaaS
and the users. The CP is responsible for providing cloud services and resources to the users.

� User Access: The user accesses to the cloud provider resources using his/her secret attributes. The
cloud provider directs the user attributes to the DP that is considered as the central authority for
handling users’ profiles.

Phase II: Encryption and Authentication Phase

� Creating Authentication Parameters: Once the data is transmitted to the DP, the authentication
parameters are created and hashed based on the following equation:

EðPRDP; ðH1; T1ÞÞ (1)

where H1 is the hash of the authentication parameters, T1 is the timestamp of the message sent from
the DP to the IdaaS. The overall message is encrypted using the DP private key PR DP to prove the
authentication of the sender.

� Generating H2: The IdaaS validating the received message by decrypting the message using the DP
public key PU DP to obtain H1. The decryption process is performed based on the following equation:

DðPUDP; ðH1; T1ÞÞ (2)

The IdaaS creates H2 and encrypts it with the private key PRIdaaS. The hash H2 is sent to the DP with the
original timestamp T1 to prove that the original message was not delayed. The encryption process is
performed based on the following equation:

EðPRIdaaS ; ðH2; T1ÞÞ (3)

� Matching Process: the DP performs a matching process between both H1 and H2. If no match exists,
an alarm will be raised and both H1 and H2 will be discarded as an evidence of an attack during
transmission. Otherwise, the DP will create the user identity token (IdT). The generated identity
token (IdT) is considered a one-time token that is used to login into the CP resources only once.
Once the user finished executing his transactions on the CP services, the token is discarded. For
every user request to the CP, a new unique token is generated. This can increase and maintain the
secrecy and privacy on the cloud resources.

Phase III: Granting Access Phase

� Creating IdT: once the matching process is validated, the IdT is sent from the DP to the IdaaS that
will be the leading layer for granting or denying the user request.

� User Request: the useri performs a single sign-on (SSO) to the cloud provider (CP) for accessing
cloud resources.
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� Request IdT: The CP requests the IdT for useri from the IdaaS.

� Reply IdT: The IdaaS replies the message by sending the IdT for useri to the CP.

� Granting Access: The CP grants access to the user

4 Cloud Authentication Frameworks

Based on the IdaaS algorithm that has been presented, two authentication frameworks for public and
private cloud are proposed to authenticate and validate user identities. The proposed frameworks are
based on generating authentication or security token that can ensure the identity of the logging user.

4.1 Public Cloud Authentication Framework

In public cloud, the cloud infrastructure is applied for open user where data resides on the premises of the
cloud provider. The public cloud can be managed and operated by businesses, governmental, or academic
institutions [40]. Although public cloud can provide availability, flexibility, security with the addition of
cost-reduction in storing and maintaining end users’ data; there still several inadequate security
requirements that can violate the transfer of resources to the public cloud. These security requirements are
based on traditional methods such as access control and intrusion detection systems (IDSs) [41]. As
presented in Fig. 2, an authentication framework for public cloud infrastructure is proposed based on the
four components: identity provider (IdP), directory provider (DP), cloud service provider, and user. This
framework verifies the identity of the user logging on to the cloud by generating an authentication token
between the IdP and cloud service provider. The overall mechanism starts by sending the user a request
to the cloud provider resources that directs the user credentials ½UIDi; UNi; PWi� to the IdP. The
verification procedure is executed as follows:

� The DP generates an authentication token AuTi for useri based on user attributes.

� The DP transmits the authentication token AuTi to the IdP for verifying the logging user.

� The IdP sends a verification acknowledgement to the cloud service provider.

Figure 2: Public cloud authentication framework
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� The verification process between both IdP and cloud service provider is handled based on the
authentication mechanisms presented between the IdaaS and DP in Algorithm 1. The secrecy and
authentication between both IdP and cloud service provider must be maintained to eliminate
security breaches during transmission.

� When the useri requests access to the cloud resources using user attributes, the cloud service provider
grants access to the user. If a userk requests access to the cloud resources, there must be both security
attributes [UIDk, UNk, PWk] and authentication token AuTk. If both parameters exist, the user is
granted access; otherwise, access denied is raised.

4.2 Private Cloud Authentication Framework

Private cloud is directed for exclusive use of single organization where data can be managed and
maintained on or off the organization premises. The security of private cloud is strongly dependent on
daily interactions that must be monitored using intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and firewalls. The
private cloud security mechanisms have an advantage over public cloud where public cloud forces user
operations to a set of protocols and security rules that may affect the performance of the cloud. The
private cloud can depend on a set of security countermeasures for maintaining both security and
efficiency such as application security, auditing and identity management [42]. IAM provides effective
security solutions for cloud systems using authentication, authorization, and automatic provisioning to
guarantee that authorized users are allowed to access cloud systems [1]. As presented in Fig. 3, an
authentication framework for private cloud is applied into which the user requests access to the resources
of cloud service provider that directs the user attributes ½UIDi; UNi; PWi� to the security token service
(STS). The STS is similar to the directory provider (DP) in addition to the ability for identifying the
lifetime of each identity token IDTk. The verification procedure is executed as follows:

Figure 3: Private cloud authentication framework
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� The cloud service provider requests the identity token IDTi for the useri.

� The STS generates an identity token IDTi for useri based on the user attributes.

� The IDTi is defined based on the following parameters:

− The user identity is stored based on the identity directed from the cloud provider.

− The lifetime of IDTi is defined to determine the allowed validation time for the user to log into the cloud
using the authentic token.

− The group membership identifies the allowed authorizations for the user to access cloud resources.

� The STS transmits the IDTi to the cloud service provider for verifying the logging user.

� The verification process between both STS and cloud service provider is handled based on the
authentication mechanisms presented between the IdaaS and DP in Algorithm 1.

� When the useri requests access to the cloud resources using user attributes, the cloud service provider
grants access to the user. If a userk requests access to the cloud resources, there must be both security
attributes [UIDk, UNk, PWk] and authentication token IDTk . If both parameters exist, the user is
granted access; otherwise, access denied is raised.

Based on the proposed frameworks for maintaining identity management of the users, a comparative
analysis is applied to compare the IAM of the proposed frameworks with independent, centralized, and
federated clouds. As presented in [39], IAM architectures have been analyzed based on their complexity,
design, scalability, SSO, and user resources. These standards have been analyzed in independent,
centralized, and federated clouds to explain and measure the efficiency of each architecture to each
standard. In IAM of independent cloud, the service provider has its identity data. Therefore, the structure
is simple but it is not scalable due to the difficulty for increasing the number of service providers. As
presented in Tab. 2, a comparative analysis for the proposed IAM frameworks with other cloud
architectures is provided as follows:

� Complexity: the proposed IAM introduces high complexity in securing user identities due to the
efficient security features that are applied for securing the DP, IdaaS, cloud resource providers and
users.

� Design: the design of the proposed IAM is more flexible in dealing with different cloud deployment
models such as private and public clouds.

� Scalability: as the proposed IAM frameworks are enhanced for both public and private clouds, they
are more scalable to be applied in different cloud architectures.

Table 2: Comparative analysis of proposed authentication frameworks

Criteria Overall cloud frameworks

Independent Centralized Federated Proposed frameworks

Complexity Low Medium High High

Design Simple Medium Hard Simple

Scalability Low Medium High High

Single-sign-on No Yes Yes Yes

User resources High Low Medium High
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� Single Sign-On: the SSO process is highly effective in the IAM frameworks due to the ability of the
users to access the public or private clouds with a single sign procedure while AuTi or IDTi are applied
to authenticate the users that are signing to the cloud provider resources.

� User Resources: as the public cloud can obtain multiple service providers then users’ identities can be
validated from other service providers.

5 Threat Model

In cloud computing environment, the goal of the intruders or insiders is to compromise user identities to
utilize cloud resources or disclose confidential information. Based on the cloud security threats that have
been addressed in Tab. 1, the following are the most common assumptions for the capabilities of an
attacker that may perform to penetrate cloud resources.

� Insider Attacks: this kind of attack is related to an insider user who tries to exceed his predefined
privileges to disclose cloud data.

� Data Privacy Threats: occurs when the adversary discloses sensitive data attributes from the cloud
resources.

� User Privacy Threats: occurs when the adversary intercepts the credentials of an authorized user.

� Brute Force Attacks: this attack is similar to malicious attack where the attacker tries every possible
key for disclosing user privacy information.

� Single Sign on (SSO) Failure: this error occurs when there is a verification failure between the
identity provider and cloud provider due to an interception between the directory provider and
identity as a Service Provider

� Denial of Service: this type of attack occurs when there is an attempt to disrupt the service of the
cloud service provider.

Tab. 3 summarizes the major security threats of cloud computing. Each one of the explained papers is
checked whether it can defend against the presented threats and attacks or not.

Table 3: Evaluation of recent security threats in IAM

Reference Insider
attacks

Data privacy
threats

User privacy
threats

Brute force
attack

Single sign-on
failure

Denial of
service

[6] √ x x x √ x

[7] √ x x x √ x

[8] √ √ √ x x x

[9] x x x x √ √

[10] x x x x x √

[11] √ x x x x √

[12] x x x x √ x

[13] √ x x x √ x

[14] √ x x x x x

[15] √ x √ x x x

[16] √ x √ x x x

[17] x √ x x x x
(Continued)
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Based on the IAM security threats presented in Tab. 3, the proposed IAM frameworks for authenticating
and validating users’ identities are effective against aforementioned attacks as discussed below:

� Insider Attacks: This type of attack is eliminated due to the predefined privileges given to the user in
both public and private clouds where the user parameter during the authentication process determines
the authorization limit for each user.

� Data Privacy Threats: the proposed IAM frameworks protect data privacy in both public and private
clouds by generating AuTi and IDTi respectively that can limit access to only authorized users.

� User Privacy Threats: the proposed IAM frameworks can maintain the privacy of users where the
IdaaS allows only authorized users to access the cloud provider resources.

� Malicious Attacks: the proposed IAM algorithm and frameworks are effective due to the complexity
in obtaining the identity token (IdT) for the authorized user.

Table 3 (continued)

Reference Insider
attacks

Data privacy
threats

User privacy
threats

Brute force
attack

Single sign-on
failure

Denial of
service

[18] √ x x x √ √

[19] √ √ x x x x

[20] √ √ √ √ x x

[21] √ x x x x x

[22] √ x x x x x

[23] x √ √ x x x

[24] √ √ √ x x x

[25] √ x √ √ x x

[26] √ x √ √ x x

[27] √ √ x x √ x

[28] √ x x √ √ x

[29] √ √ x x x x

[30] √ √ x x √ x

[31] x √ x x x x

[32] x √ x x x x

[33] x √ x x x x

[34] x √ x x x x

[35] x x x x x x

[36] x x x √ x x

[37] x √ x √ √ x

[38] x √ x √ √ x

Proposed
mechanisms

√ √ √ √ √ √
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� Single Sign On Failure: The verification is maintained due to the asymmetric authentication between
the DP and IdaaS where the PUDP and PRDP keys are used to verify the sender and receiver of the
Identity Token (IdT).

� Denial of Service: using the IAM framework, the cloud service provider does not contain the user
identity. Instead, the Identity Token (IdT) for the user is generated on the DP and is verified using
IdaaS then the Identity Token (IdT) is sent to the cloud service provider for authenticating the user.

6 Conclusion

Cloud computing is based on a set of different configurable resources like data centers, storage,
networks, operating systems, applications and database. It can present a convenient access to cloud users
based on their authorizations and privileges into which cloud service providers are responsible for
granting access to different cloud resources and services based on user identity. Due to the increasing
number of users on cloud services, security threats can cause different vulnerabilities in identity and
access management processes. This paper proposed a comprehensive comparison for current cloud
security services with their security threats and attacks in order to identify the major vulnerabilities and
the proposed solutions in cloud identity management. An identity-as-a-service (IdaaS) algorithm and
framework are presented based on a unified security mechanism of SSO and OAuth2 features. An
encryptions techniques and access control mechanisms are implemented to provide a secured interaction
between cloud provider and directory provider. Based on the proposed IdaaS, advanced frameworks for
public and private clouds are explored to validate authentications of user identities. Furthermore, an
evaluation of recent security threats on identity and access management (IAM) has been proposed to
determine the efficiency of each model against a set of security attacks and threats. The proposed IdaaS
achieved effective security countermeasure against different security attacks. Finally, a threat model is
applied for exploring and validating the proposed IdaaS and cloud frameworks. Future directions on this
paper will focus on implementing proposed frameworks and algorithm using Microsoft Azure solutions
for providing a monitoring strategy and applying action alerts. The IAM will be implemented using
Azure identity solutions that will apply active directory for implementing access management between
Directory Provider (DP), Identity as-a-Service Provider (IdaaS), Cloud Provider (CP), and the user.
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